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ABSTRACT
High GPU performance can only be achieved if a kernel efficiently
uses the multi-layered compute and memory hierarchies. For example, accelerators such as NVIDIA’s Tensor Cores require specific
mappings of threads to data that must be considered in data movements to and from registers. Current compilers struggle to match
the performance of vendor libraries like cuBLAS, which are developed by experts in assembly. This manual low-level coding is
time-consuming and complicates to unlock the full GPU potential,
preventing experimentation to achieve even higher performance.
In this paper we introduce Fireiron, a scheduling language aimed
at performance experts. Fireiron provides high-level abstractions
for expressing GPU optimizations that are unavailable to compilers
today and which so far must be written in assembly. Our innovation is that both computations and data movements are first class
concepts that can be separately mapped to threads, as required for
the efficient use of specialized hardware like Tensor Cores.
We evaluate Fireiron on three GPU architectures against expertwritten advanced matrix multiplications. First, we show that Fireiron schedules are able to express the strategies of these implementations requiring about 6× less lines of code. Second, we show that
the code generated by Fireiron schedules outperforms the fastest
implementations (provided by cuBLAS) by more than 2×.
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INTRODUCTION

Developing high-performance kernels for GPUs is challenging because of their complex multi-layered compute and memory hierarchies. Only if a kernel makes optimal use of both hierarchies,
implementations achieve performance close to the theoretical peak.
On modern GPUs, achieving optimal performance essentially
boils down to careful data movements and the precise use of specialized hardware units such as NVIDIA’s Tensor Cores. Today, there
remains a significant gap between what optimizing compilers can
achieve versus what human experts achieve by hand-tuning implementations using low-level assembly. Figure 1 (a) shows the
performance of the best matrix multiplication implementations we
found for Halide [23] and TVM [7], two state-of-the-art compilers,
compared to the performance achieved by NVIDIA’s experts providing manually tuned implementations in the high-performance
cuBLAS library. Manually developing high-performance implementations is time-intensive and error-prone even for experts, and
more crucially, it complicates experimentation and thus hinders
potentially unlocking even higher performance.
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Figure 1: (a) Comparing Halide’s [11] and TVM’s [28] matrix
multiplication performance against cuBLAS (higher is better) reveals a significant remaining gap. Fireiron allows GPU
experts to specify implementations that even outperform
hand-tuned cuBLAS library code. (b) The Fireiron-generated
CUDA code achieving this performance contains mostly data
movement optimizations which motivates a scheduling language where data movements are first-class constructs.

Schedule-based compilation [7, 23], which gained popularity
with the introduction of Halide, is a huge step towards providing experts with a powerful tool for developing high-performance
programs. However, the current approaches prevent experts from
closing the remaining performance gap because they treat data
movements as second-class citizens: In order to unlock the highest
performance, it is crucial to define precise mappings of both, computations to parallel compute units but also how data movements
are coordinated through the memory hierarchy.
In this paper, we propose Fireiron, a scheduling language, IR, and
compiler for performance experts. With Fireiron, programmers can
define where computation and data movement take place. This is
required to unlock the potential of specialized hardware such as
Tensor Cores. In this paper, we make the following contributions:
(1) We introduce a compiler IR in which both computations and
data movements are first-class citizens, meaning that they can
be scheduled with the same primitives.
(2) Fireiron’s scheduling language provides high-level abstractions
for progressively decomposing computations and data movements until they match assembly instructions, accelerator primitives, or predefined microkernels. This is achieved by representing each using precise specifications.
(3) We show that Fireiron schedules are able to express optimization strategies used in handwritten kernels while requiring
6× less code. With Fireiron, experts are able to develop highperformance GPU kernels computing matrix multiplications
—as of today the best understood and most heavily optimized
GPU computation—that even outperform cuBLAS hand-tuned
library implementations by more than 2× as shown in Figure 1.
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ACHIEVING HIGH GPU PERFORMANCE

Efficiently using the GPU’s compute and memory hierarchy requires the coordinated application of multiple optimizations. When
optimizing data movements for example, depending on which instructions are used, the ownership (that is the specific mapping
of threads to data) is fixed which complicates achieving efficient
memory access patterns. To alleviate this, data movements can be
decomposed into two steps, allowing threads to exchange data in
between, for achieving more efficient reads and writes. With the
introduction of Tensor Cores, providing 12× more throughput than
regular FMA instructions, data movements become even more challenging because their mma.sync instructions [18] impose complex
ownerships involving groups of eight threads called Quad-Pairs.
Consider the epilog of a matrix multiplication kernel as an (often
neglected) example which however is crucial to optimize because
it is completely memory bandwidth limited. After performing the
computation, in the epilog each thread-block must move the computed results of its tile back to global memory. Typically, these
results are distributed across the registers of its threads. Figure 2
(left) shows a simple epilog in which every thread directly copies its
computed results to global memory, and CUDA code implementing
this data movement. This implementation is not very efficient due
to uncoalesced writes to global memory, i.e., C needs to be accessed
by writing rows instead of 8 × 8 tiles.
Figure 2 (middle) shows an optimized epilog and here, we additionally assume that the results were computed using Tensor Cores.

#
k
A
B
C

Naive Algorithm
= te . reduce_axis ((0 , K ) , 'k ')
= te . placeholder (( M , K ) , name = 'A ')
= te . placeholder (( K , N ) , name = 'B ')
= te . compute (( M , N ) ,
lambda x , y : te . sum ( A [x , k ]* B [k , y ] , axis = k ) , name = 'C ')

# Optimized Algorithm
packedB = te . compute (
( N / bn ,K , bn ) , lambda x ,y , z : B [y , x * bn + z ] , name = ' packedB ')
C_opt = te . compute (( M , N ) ,
lambda x , y : te . sum ( A [x , k ] *
packedB [ y // bn , k , tvm . tir . indexmod (y , bn ) ] ,
axis = k ) , name = ' C_opt ')

Listing 1: Performing storage layout transformations in
TVM requires to modify the algorithm instead of the

schedule.

When Tensor Cores are used, at runtime a warp is partitioned into
four so-called Quad-Pairs, groups of eight specific threads, which
cooperatively execute an mma.sync instruction to compute an 8×8
tile of the output. Tensor Cores are programmable using a family
of mma.sync variants for different operand storage layouts (row- or
column-major) and accumulation precision (FP16 or FP32). Each
variant prescribes a different quad-pair-level ownership. In this
version, the quad-pairs, and thus their threads, computed logically
distributed tiles that are physically stored in contiguous registers.
In order to achieve coalesced writes to global memory, threads
have to exchange data in shared memory first to be able to store
results which they themselves have not computed. Every block
allocates a temporary buffer in shared memory for the coordinated
data exchange (indicated by the different write and read patterns).
The second step of this optimized epilog (SHtoGL) is rather standard:
All threads of a warp move a complete row from shared- to global
memory achieving coalesced and vectorized writes. The first step
(RFtoSH), is more complicated due to the dictated Tensor Core ownership. Instead of simply materializing the ownership in shared
memory in the first step, the data movement to and from shared
memory can be further optimized: Padding the shared memory
buffer with additional columns achieves a skewed read and write
access pattern reducing the number of read and write bank conflicts.
Implementing the optimized epilog requires about 7× more lines
of code and is significantly more complex than the simple version.
In the next section, we explain how to express both versions in a
concise and precise way using Fireiron as shown in Figure 2 (right).
Limitations of Today’s Schedule-Based Approaches. In schedulebased compilers like TVM and Halide, data movements are treated
as second-class citizens and expressing optimizations for them is a
stretch and blurs the line between algorithms and schedules. For example, expressing optimizations like storage layout transformations
require drastic changes to the algorithm instead of being expressible as a schedule. Listing 1 shows a naive matrix multiplication
algorithm in TVM [27]. Because existing scheduling languages can
only decompose computations, a modified and optimized algorithm
in which a new function packedB must be introduced to permute
elements in memory. Additionally, the existing languages allow to
allocate temporary buffers in specific locations (e.g., using Halide’s

Figure 2: Two options for implementing the epilog of a matrix multiplication. Option 1 (top): Directly copy the results from
register file (CRF) to global memory (C). Option 2 (bottom): Synchronize via shared memory. This allows vectorized and coalesced
stores to global memory while avoiding bank conflicts using padding in shared memory.
store_in primitive) and by introducing identity computations as re-
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dundant compute stages, data movements are implicitly scheduled
by scheduling the computation of the producer and consumer stage.
The compiler then needs to infer the implications for the associated
reads and writes of this data movement during code generation.
However, inferring the coordination required for expressing advanced data movements such as the epilog shown in Figure 2 is
beyond the reach of automatic compiler analysis.
Additionally, using Tensor Cores efficiently is challenging: A
warp executes four mma.sync instructions simultaneously, each collectively executed with eight specific threads (a quad-pair) operating on the same 8 × 8 tile. NVIDIA provides a CUDA interface
(WMMA [17]) which exposes a conceptually single, warp-wide
macro-mma using a fixed data-to-quad-pair mapping that is optimal
in some cases but not all. Some situations require more sophisticated
mappings such as the one shown Figure 2b where a quad-pair, and
thus its threads, operate on interleaved distributed tiles. In Fireiron
one can a) flexibly decompose warp-level computations to quadpairs and b) implement the required data movements by treating
moves as schedulable operations. Existing scheduling languages
lack these mechanism and currently only target WMMA which
potentially explains the remaining gap in performance shown in
Figure 1.

In this section, we introduce Fireiron’s core concepts:

RETHINKING SCHEDULING LANGUAGES

(1) Specifications for describing the task performed within a certain
region of code in a GPU kernel, and
(2) Decompositions which form our scheduling language and describe how to implement a given specification.
The key idea behind Fireiron is that implementation strategies are
described by a schedule, i.e., a sequence of decompositions that gradually decompose the given spec into a partial implementation and
one or more nested sub-specifications. Applying a schedule to an
initial specification describing the kernel-computation creates our
IR of nested specifications which naturally reflects the hierarchical
structure present in high-performance GPU implementations.
In Figure 3, we show this structure and the role of data movements using a simple matrix multiplication kernel as an example.
Conceptually, the computation is hierarchically decomposed into (i)
sub-computations of the same kind and (ii) data movements. Here,
for example, the outermost computation is decomposed into matrix
multiplications operating on smaller shapes (blue boxes), until eventually every thread computes a single FMA instruction in registers
(innermost blue box) that can be viewed as a matrix multiplication
of matrices containing only a single element. In between, data is
moved to lower levels of the memory hierarchy (purple boxes), and

Figure 3: Showing the hierarchical structure of GPU kernels using a matrix multiplication as example. Within a typical GPU
kernel, we gradually descend the compute and memory hierarchy while computing smaller instances of the original problem.
for brevity, no data movement implementations are shown, i.e.,
no purple box contains nested boxes. However, every data movement is similarly decomposed as indicated on the bottom where
the epilog of this kernel (the last purple box) might be implemented
analogously to the data movements explained in Figure 2.
Figure 4 shows how the code in Figure 3 is expressed using
Fireiron’s scheduling language. The corresponding IR is created by
progressively decomposing the nested specifications according to
the schedule. For brevity, we omit the partial implementations (as
shown later in Figure 6), and only show the nesting of specifications.
Here, we show the decomposition of the epilog by applying the
simpleEpilog visualized in Figure 2. For brevity, we again omit
the details for the remaining data movements and instead indicate
their decomposition (using .apply(schedule)).
Currently, Fireiron is implemented as a domain-specific language
embedded in Scala and generates CUDA kernels with inline PTX
assembly. The rest of this section describes Fireiron’s Specifications
and Decompositions in more detail.

3.1

Specifications

Note that each box in Figure 3 can be labeled with a precise description of the task performed inside it. We call this the Specification
(spec). Its implementation is observed by looking inside the box
where the task is further decomposed. In Fireiron, a specification is
a data-structure describing the current task to implement. A spec
contains enough information such that a programmer would be
able to manually provide an implementation. This especially entails that it contains the shapes, locations and storage layouts of its
input and output operands, including the responsible level of the
compute hierarchy performing this operation. Currently, Fireiron
supports two main classes of specs: matrix multiplication (MatMul),
and data movement (Move). Move specs explicitly and exclusively
introduce data movements and allow Fireiron to express precise
implementation strategies for them. Figure 5 (top) shows a kernellevel MatMul spec and a Move spec describing the movement of a
matrix src from global to shared memory during which the storage
layout is transformed from column- to row-major.

For matrices, Fireiron supports both constant and symbolic shapes
shapes written as arithmetic expressions, e.g., M=((x+y)%z) where
𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 are only known at compile-time. For brevity in figures, we
sometimes omit information and, for example, write MatMul(M,N,K)
(GL,GL,GL)(Kernel) and Move(src:128x8)(GL->SH)(Block) for
the two upper specs shown in Figure 5.
Inspired by Chapel [5], Fireiron also provides the illusion of
block-wide matrices residing in the thread’s registers. This distributed array abstraction allows Fireiron users to think of this
matrix as a contiguous block-wide matrix whereas actually every
thread contains only a small tile in its registers. During code generation, we naturally lower this abstraction to low-level CUDA
or inline PTX code which does not provide this abstraction, as
described in the next section.

Figure 4: Describing and representing the implementation
shown in Figure 3 using Fireiron’s decompositions constructing the IR of nested specifications. (Executable specifications are annotated with a star)

Executable Specifications. A specification is called executable
when it describes the semantics of a built-in instruction or library
implementation. Fireiron, provides a predefined set of executable
specs matching different CUDA and PTX instructions. Figure 5 (bottom) shows examples for executable MatMul and Move specs and
their associated code snippets. The idea is to gradually decompose
specifications until only executable specs remain for which we
know how to generate code.

3.2

Decompositions

A Decomposition describes how to implement a spec. For example,
we might decide to implement a matrix multiplication in a tiled fashion which effectively decomposes the initial computation into tiles
of smaller matrix multiplications and a loop-nest describing how
to iterate over these tiles. The smaller matrix multiplication tiles
are then further decomposed by the subsequent decompositions in
a given Fireiron schedule. Fireiron provides four decompositions
for describing the implementation strategies of both computations
(MatMul) and data movements (Move).
The .tile Decomposition. Figure 6a shows the application of the
tile decomposition to a MatMul spec. Generally, spec.tile(r,c)
partitions the output into 𝑟 × 𝑐 shaped tiles. The input matrices
are tiled accordingly, i.e., tiling a MatMul spec partitions the A
matrix into row-tiles and B into column-tiles. Tiles can also be
non-contiguous as shown in Figure 2 in which case .tile expects
a width and offset for both dimensions. The tile decomposition
allows to assign tasks to a level of the compute hierarchy: We can
refine the tiling using .to(level) which changes the responsible
compute hierarchy level for the resulting tiled spec. tile is also
applicable to a Move spec in which case the input (src) and output
(dst) matrices are tiled in the same way. In our current implementation, the input sizes must be evenly divisible by the tile sizes. This
limitation could be resolved with using predicated PTX instructions
for dealing the partial tiles at the boundaries.

Figure 5: Examples of Fireiron specs: A kernel-level matrix
multiplication computation and a specification for a data
movement from global to shared memory. An executable
spec directly corresponds to an instruction like __hfma in
CUDA or ld.global.nc.v4.b32 in PTX.

The .move Decomposition. Applying .move explicitly introduces
data movements for moving the operand of a given spec to a new
location in the memory hierarchy. Figure 6b shows the application
of the move decomposition to a MatMul spec. Here, we move the A
operand from global to shared memory. The move decomposition
expects three arguments: the matrix to move, a destination in the

(a) Tiling a MatMul spec results in a decomposed subspec with adjusted dimensions and optionally adjusted compute hierarchy to
indicate parallel execution.

(c) The split decomposition allows to create tiles in the Kdimension of the input operands of a MatMul spec.

(b) Applying move to a MatMul spec results in a new spec in which the
memory location of the specified operand has changed. A Move spec
is created representing the data movement which is implemented
as specified in the strategy impl.

(d) The accumulateIn decomposition allows to accumulate the results of a matrix multiplication in lower levels of the memory hierarchy and to specify the data movement of the results back to global
memory.

Figure 6: Visualization of Fireiron’s Decompositions.
memory hierarchy and a schedule impl describing how to implement the movement. Applying move always creates two new nested
specs: First, a Move representing the data movement to the new
location whose implementation is described in the impl schedule.
Second, an updated version of the input spec where the location
of the moved operand has changed. The move decomposition can
also be applied to a Move spec which allows us to specify data
movements via an indirection as described and shown in Figure 2.
The .split Decomposition. The tile decomposition creates tiles
in the 𝑀 and 𝑁 dimension of the MatMul operands, but we also
need to be able to create tiles in the 𝐾-dimension. Figure 6c shows
the application of the split decomposition which enables this.
The .accumulateIn Decomposition. Finally, we need to be able
to specify that results shall be accumulated in lower levels of the
memory hierarchy, typically in registers, and their movement back

to global memory in the epilog of a matrix multiplication kernel.
Figure 6d shows the application of the accumulateIn decomposition which expects three arguments: The location of the accumulation buffer, a schedule init describing its initialization, and a
schedule impl specifying how to move the computed results back
to global memory. Similar to move, accumulateIn creates multiple
sub-specs. First, an Init spec (a variant of Move without source
operand) representing the initialization of the buffer. Its implementation is described in the init schedule. Second, the new MatMul
spec with an updated location of the C matrix. Third, the Move
representing the movement of the results to global memory.
At any time in a schedule, one can also provide a micro-kernel
implementing the current spec. This allows to use a custom implementation for a specific region of the kernel whose behavior
is described by a spec but for which our decompositions do not
provide suitable abstractions.

3.3

Advanced Optimization using Refinements

Fireiron provides a set of refinements, i.e., optional modifications
for decompositions, exposing more fine-grained control required
to achieve high performance.
By default, tile creates tiles that will be computed sequentially
using nested for-loops. The to refinement allows to compute tiles
in parallel instead. Internally, Fireiron uses one-dimensional compute hierarchy indices that are mapped in a row-major order to the
two dimensional tile arrangement. The layout refinement allows to
change this order to column-major and swizzle enables even more
complex mappings by first permuting the one-dimensional indices
arbitrarily before assigning them to the tiles. Using unroll emits
#pragma unroll above the loops.
The move decomposition can be refined as well. Using pad(n)
modifies the memory allocation (discussed in the next section) for
the destination buffer associated with the created Move spec and
allocates 𝑛 additional columns to avoid memory bank conflicts.
prefetch generates double-buffered, prefetched versions of the data
movement. We emit __syncthreads() if the destination location
is shared memory. This can be suppressed using noSync in situations in which no explicit synchronization is necessary. Finally,
storageLayout allows to specify a row- or column-major storage
layout for the destination buffer.
Similar to tile, the split decomposition can also be refined using unroll, to unroll the generated loop. Using the sync refinement
emits __syncthreads(); as the last statement in the body of the
created for-loop. This may be required depending on how shared
memory is used in a strategy.
We are aware that some refinements, especially noSync and sync,
allow the specification of incorrect implementation strategies that
might lead to race conditions. However, a decomposition without
refinements always generates correct code. So far, this has caused
no problems as Fireiron is meant to be used by performance experts.
We intend to improve the analyses of strategies to ensure these
refinements cannot cause correctness issues in the future.

4

CODE GENERATION AND OPTIMIZATION

Fireiron’s IR of nested specs naturally reflects how GPU kernels are
structured. Therefore, code generation almost boils down to pretty
printing the IR, traversing it from top to bottom.
As mentioned in the previous section, applying a decomposition
to a spec describes how to implement it by creating one or more
specs, and by emitting code to implement the decomposition. For
example, using tile generally emits two for-loops that sequentially
iterate over the created tiles (e.g, Figure 3, lines 31-32). If tiles are
assigned to the compute hierarchy using .to, instead of emitting
sequential loops, the tiles are computed in parallel using the unique
compute hierarchy indices for accessing the matrices. Figure 2
(right-top) shows a Fireiron example using both sequential and
parallel tiles and the corresponding CUDA code we generate is
shown at the bottom left.
Using the split decomposition emits one loop iterating over
the tiles in the K-dimension. The accumulateIn and move decomposition emit no code themselves (except for synchronization if
the destination is shared memory). Instead, the created sub-specs
will be further compiled to CUDA code. The done operator is called

on an executable spec to trigger code generation where we inject
the associated code snippet. Optionally, done accepts a String: a
micro-kernel we inline during code generation that implements the
current spec.
Memory Allocation. In order to allocate enough memory, we
traverse the IR once and register all Move specs which specify how
much to allocate where - by definition. Generally, every level of
the compute hierarchy is associated with a level of the memory
hierarchy (Kernel→GL, Block/Warp→SH, Thread→RF). There are two
potential cases to consider: Either, the responsible compute hierarchy of the Move (or Init) spec matches the associated destination,
or they do not match. The first case is straightforward. For example,
when visiting the spec Move(A:128x8)(GL->SH)(Block), we emit
float __shared__ ASH [128*8];

at the beginning of the kernel.
The second case (i.e., memory allocation for distributed arrays) is
more complicated. Since the responsible compute hierarchy of the
Move or Init spec does not match the associated destination, we
need to continue traversing the decomposition as shown in the example. For example, visiting Init(C:128x128)(GL->RF)(Block)
specifies the need to allocate memory in the register file. However,
allocating 128 × 128 elements per thread are far too many because
a single thread only owns a small piece of the whole matrix. In
order to find out how many elements we need to allocate per thread,
we need to traverse the decomposition until we find the tile size
assigned to threads:
Init(C:128x128)(GL->RF)(Block)
. tile (64 ,32) . to ( Warp )
. tile ( 8 , 8) . to ( Thread ) // <- allocate 8 x8 floats per thread
. tile ( 1 , 1) . done

In this case, we emit float CRF[8*8];.
Index Computation. Index expressions for every operand are
computed automatically while decomposing specs. Every operand
has an associated row- and column index that is gradually updated.
Every application of a decomposition returns a new spec in which
we either sliced the operands or moved them to a new memory
location. For example, applying MatMul.tile(rs,cs) generates
two nested sequential for-loops with indices rowTile, and colTile.
The index expressions for the matrices in the resulting tiled MatMul
spec are updated as follows:
C. rowIndex
C. colIndex
A. rowIndex
B. colIndex

+=
+=
+=
+=

rowTile
colTile
rowTile
colTile

*
*
*
*

rs;
cs;
rs;
cs;

If tiles are computed in parallel, by for example using .to(Block),
we use blockIdx.x and blockIdx.y instead of rowTile and colTile.
Similarly to memory allocation for distributed arrays, we have to
compare the current compute hierarchy with the memory location
of the array to update: In the following example
MatMul(128,128,8)(GL,GL,RF)(Block). tile (64 ,32) . to ( Warp )

we do update the A and B index expressions but not the index expressions for C. This is because C resides in registers and accessing

Figure 7: Supporting the CUDA WMMA API in Fireiron by
adding new warp-level executable specifications.

1 val simpleWMMA = MatMul(M,N,K)(GL,GL,GL)(Kernel)
2
. tile (64 ,64) . to ( Block )
3
. accumulateIn ( FR , // accumulate in warp - level fragments
4
Move . tile (16 ,16) . to ( Warp ) . done , // init strategy
5
Move . tile (16 ,16) . to ( Warp ) . done ) // store strategy
6
. split (16)
7
. tile (16 ,16) . to ( Warp )
8
. move ( MatMul .A , FR , Move . done ) // 16 x16 A tiles to FR
9
. move ( MatMul .B , FR , Move . done ) // 16 x16 B tiles to FR
10
. done // => residual : MatMul (16 ,16 ,16) ( FR , FR , FR ) ( Warp )

Listing 2: Simple Fireiron WMMA decomposition describing
the implementation of the first cudaTensorCoreGemm kernel
shown in the CUDA samples [15].

it using the warp indices would be incorrect. Instead, we only start
updating the index expression for C as soon as we pass the Threadlevel. The CUDA code in Figure 2 shows exactly this effect where C
(residing in global memory) is accessed using all compute hierarchy
indices whereas CRF (residing in registers) is only accessed using
the indices used below the Thread-level. The split decomposition
updates the indices as expected and every time we allocate a matrix
in a new memory location (using move or accumulateIn), we start
with fresh index expressions in the nested specs.
In order to support Tensor Cores, we simply extended the set of
executable specs and target them using decompositions.

4.1

Supporting WMMA in CUDA

The WMMA-API in CUDA introduces warp-wide matrix multiply
primitives operating on register collections called fragments. For
generating kernels using WMMA primitives, we extend Fireiron in
two ways: First, we extend the memory hierarchy and add a new
level Fragment<M,N,K> (labeled FR if 𝑀 = 𝑁 = 𝐾 = 16) in between
shared memory and registers. Fragments are parameterized because
in the CUDA API, sizes are part of the fragment type.
Second, we define new executable specs corresponding to the
CUDA API calls. Figure 7 shows examples of new executable WMMA
specs. Listing 2 shows how these additions allow to write a strategy
targeting the new executable WMMA specs. It computes the matrix
multiplication as follows: 1) assign 64 × 64 elements to a block
(line 2); 2) initialize 16 (4 × 4) accumulator fragments (line 4); 3) fill
operand fragments (lines 8–9); 4) compute the result (line 10); and
5) store results from fragments to global memory (line 5). Note that
we only need to decompose specs to level of warps because of the
new warp-level executable specs.

Figure 8: Supporting mma.sync in Fireiron by decomposing
MatMul to the new QuadPair-level executable spec.

4.2

Supporting mma.sync in PTX

Using the mma.sync PTX instruction [18] allows even more finegrained control over how Tensor Cores are used. First, we define
the different mma.sync variants as executable QuadPair-level specs
as shown at the bottom of Figure 8. We can then flexibly target
the new executable specs in multiple ways. Figure 8 shows one
possible decomposition of a contiguous Warp-level MatMul-spec to
four strided executable QuadPair-level specs (indicated by different
colors). Here, every thread of a QuadPair stores four elements from
each input operand and, after collectively executing the mma.sync
instruction, contains eight elements of the C matrix in its registers.
We use the layout refinement for .tile, which we explain shortly,
to assign tiles to quad-pairs in a column-major order.
As the two Tensor Core examples show, supporting new instructions in Fireiron requires only small changes and allows to target
complex low-level PTX instructions using simple high-level abstractions. With the introduction of new instructions, e.g., the Turing
and Ampere architectures contain even wider mma instructions, new
executable specs can simply be added.

Reference

Description

maxwell

Manually-tuned CUDA kernel written by NVIDIA’s performance experts targeting the Maxwell architecture (without Tensor Cores)
Publicly available CUDA sample [15] targeting the
WMMA Tensor Core API
NVIDIA’s high-performance math library (using
cublasGemmEx with CUBLAS_GEMM_DEFAULT_TENSOR_OP
to enable Tensor Cores on Volta and Turing)

wmma
cuBLAS

Table 1: Reference implementations used in the evaluation
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EVALUATION

In this section, we seek answers to the following questions: If data
movements are as important as we think, how much data movement code is present in high-performance GPU kernels? Are we
able to express the optimizations experts apply as strategies using
Fireiron’s decompositions? Does the code we generate perform as
well as the manually written implementations? And finally, can
Fireiron be used to improve the performance of state-of-the-art
implementations?
References and GPU architectures. Table 1 shows the reference
implementations used in this evaluation. We choose these because
they apply different optimizations targeting specific GPU architectures. We used three GPUs: GeForce GTX 750 Ti (Maxwell), Quadro
GV100 (Volta) and GeForce RTX 2080 Ti (Turing) because they cover
different architectures that need to be optimized differently.
Methodology. We used CUDA-10.0, Driver Version 425.00 and
compiled kernels using -O3 –use_fast_math -arch= sm_XX where
XX = 52, 70, and 75 for Maxwell, Volta, and Turing respectively. We
locked the clocks to fixed frequencies, report the minimum kernel
runtime of 1000 runs using nvprof and omit the time required for
data transfers because we are only interested in the quality of our
generated kernel code.
The performance reported in Figure 1 was measured using public
Halide [11] and TVM [28] code, their best matrix multiplication
versions we are aware of. At the time of measuring, the hardware
used for the other experiments was not available to the authors
anymore. Instead we used a Titan XP (Pascal, latest architecture
without Tensor Cores) for Halide and a GeForce RTX 2080 (Turing)
for TVM because they target Tensor Cores. The TVM code was
tuned according to the instructions and we report the best found
performance.
Hypothesis A: Code related to data movements makes up a significant fraction in high-performance kernels.
If this is true, we argue that scheduling languages should treat
data movements as first-class concepts. We find that about 2/3 of a
kernel is devoted to optimize data movements.
We count and label the lines of our reference implementations
as either related to data movements or to computations. Since
there is not always a clear purpose associated with a single line
of code, we made a conservative distinction and only count lines
for data movements that are: a) declarations of temporary buffers,

maxwell
wmma
cuBLAS
cuBLAS

Reference
Code

Fireiron
Schedule

Fireiron
Generated Code

72 (68.1%)
122 (41.0%)
closed source

44 (81.8%)
26 (76.9%)
49 (83.7%)
46 (84.8%)

94 (67.0%)
113 (65.4%)
260 (60.4%) (small)
309 (72.2%) (large)

Table 2: Lines of Code and data-movement related lines (in
%) for references, Fireiron strategies and generated code. For
comparing with cuBLAS, we use two different strategies.

b) __syncthreads(), c) swizzling index computations solely used
for avoiding bank conflicts, and finally, loops that only copy data
in their bodies. Everything else counts as ’computation’ lines.
Table 2 shows our results. Because cuBLAS is closed source, we
additionally analyzed the TVM generated code (Figure 1), which
contains 49 LoC with a data-movement fraction of 77.6%. We also
analyzed the corresponding Fireiron strategies and generated code
to show how our generated code relates to code written by experts.
For comparing against cuBLAS, we developed two different schedules, one more suitable for smaller and one for larger input matrices,
as explained in more detail in Hypothesis C.
We are aware of our inconclusive small sample size. However,
these numbers already show that data movements optimizations
cannot be neglected as they currently are in existing scheduling
languages. This is further underlined by the performance our datamovement-heavy kernels achieve (evaluated in Hypothesis C and
D) compared to state-of-the-art implementations.
Hypothesis B: Fireiron can express optimizations that are applied
by experts in manually-tuned code.
We find that this is mostly true and that limitations of our scheduling language can be circumvented by inlining micro-kernels for
sub-specifications.
Figure 2 showed how Fireiron allows to describe complex optimizations as high-level strategies. The optimized data movement
is used in one of our cuBLAS-strategies. Listing 3 shows two Fireiron strategies expressing the maxwell reference (top) and the wmma
reference (bottom). In the maxwell-schedule for example, we use
different strategies for moving A (lines 16–20) and B (lines 22–26)
to shared memory because considering the storage layouts separately enables coalesced global memory loads for both operands.
We use swizzling (line 2) [20], and specify which loops to unroll
and where to add or avoid synchronization with refinements. We
also use vectorized loads (lines 34 and 35) and strided tiles (line 30).
However, the maxwell kernel uses a clever trick in its epilog:
It streams data through shared memory in a way that allows to
allocate less memory than we currently do. We cannot yet express
this in Fireiron but the overall epilog is still precisely described by a
Move specification, allowing us to inline a micro-kernel during code
generation instead (line 13). Having specifications describing every
decomposed sub-problem enables a fine-grained reuse of efficient
implementations as inlined micro-kernels during code generation.
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19
20
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

val swizz : Swizzle = id = > // permutation of thread - ids
(( id >> 1) & 0 x07 ) | ( id & 0 x30 ) | (( id & 0 x01 ) << 3)
val storeCUDA : String = // * CUDA Epilog Micro Kernel *//
// MATMUL - KERNEL ////////////////////////////////////////
val maxwellOptimized = MatMul(M,N,K)(GL,GL,GL)(Kernel)
// /// BLOCK - LEVEL ///////////////////////////////////////
. tile (128 ,128) . to ( Block ) . layout ( ColMajor )
// --- accumulate in RF and use microkernel for epilog - -//
. accumulateIn ( RF , Init
. tile (64 ,32) . to ( Warp )
. tile (8 , 8) . to ( Thread ) // alloc 64 reg per thread
. tile (1 , 1) . unroll . done ,
Move . done ( storeCUDA ) /* use microkernel (18 LoC ) */ )
. split (8) . sync
// --- move A to SH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -//
. move ( MatMul .A , SH , Move(A:128x8)(GL->SH)(Block)
. tile (128 , 1) . to ( Warp )
. tile (64 , 1) . unroll // copy in two steps
. tile (2 ,
1) . to ( Thread ) . layout ( ColMajor )
. done ). storageLayout ( ColMajor ) . noSync
// --- move B to SH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -//
. move ( MatMul .B , SH , Move(B:8x128)(GL->SH)(Block)
. tile (8 , 16) . to ( Warp )
. tile (8 , 4) . unroll
. tile (1 , 1) . to ( Thread ) . layout ( ColMajor )
. done ). storageLayout ( RowMajor ) . pad (4)
// /// WARP - LEVEL ////////////////////////////////////////
. tile (64 ,32) . to ( Warp )
// /// THREAD - LEVEL //////////////////////////////////////
. tile ((4 ,32) ,(4 ,16) ) . to ( Thread )
. layout ( ColMajor ) . swizzle ( swizz )
. split (1) . unroll
// move A and B to RF - -( omit Move details for brevity ) -//
. move ( MatMul .A , RF , Move . tile (4 ,1) . unroll . done )
. move ( MatMul .B , RF , Move . tile (1 ,4) . unroll . done )
// --- perform computation using FMA - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -//
. tile (1 ,1) . unroll . done // MatMul (1 ,1 ,1) ( RF , RF , RF ) ( Thread )
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val cudaWMMASample = MatMul(M,N,K)(GL,GL,GL)(Kernel)
// /// BLOCK - LEVEL ///////////////////////////////////////
. tile (128 , 128) . to ( Block )
. accumulateIn (FR , Init // init : WMMA - Fragment for C
. tile (64 ,32) . to ( Warp )
. tile (16 ,16) . unroll . done ,
Move(C:128x128)(FR->GL)(Block) // Epilog in 2 steps via SH
. move ( Move . src , SH , Move // Step 1: FR -> SH
. tile (64 ,32) . to ( Warp )
. tile (16 ,16) . unroll . done )
. tile (16 , 128) . to ( Warp ) // Step 2: SH -> GL
. tile (1 , 128) . unroll
. tile (1 ,
4) . to ( Thread ) . done )
. split (128) . sync . unroll
// --- move A to SH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -//
. move ( MatMul .A , SH , Move(A:128x128)(GL->SH)(Block)
. tile (16 ,128) . to ( Warp )
. tile (2 , 128) . unroll
. tile (1 ,
8) . to ( Thread ) . done ) . noSync . pad (8)
// --- move B to SH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -//
. move ( MatMul .B , SH , Move(B:128x128)(GL->SH)(Block)
. tile (128 ,16) . to ( Warp )
. tile (128 , 2) . unroll
. tile (8 ,
1) . to ( Thread ) . layout ( ColMajor ) . done ) . pad (8)
// /// WARP - LEVEL ////////////////////////////////////////
. tile (64 , 32) . to ( Warp )
. split (16) . unroll
// --- fill WMMA fragments for A and B - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -//
. move ( MatMul .A , FR , Move . tile (16 , 16) . unroll . done )
. move ( MatMul .B , FR , Move . tile (16 , 16) . unroll . done )
// --- perform WMMA computation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -//
. tile (16 ,16) . done // MatMul (16 ,16 ,16) ( FR , FR , FR ) ( Warp )

Listing 3: Fireiron strategies expressing optimized matrix
multiplication implementations targeting the Maxwell
architecture (top) and using Tensor Cores by targeting
executable WMMA specs (bottom).

Figure 9: Comparing Fireiron generated code against two references. We achieve the same performance while requiring
significantly less line of code.

Figure 10: Comparing Fireiron-generated code against
cuBLAS on large input matrices, both use Tensor Cores.

Hypothesis C: Fireiron-generated code achieves performance close
to expert-tuned code.
Figure 9 shows the performance of our generated kernels using
the maxwell schedule (left) and the wmma schedule (right) shown
in Listing 3 compared to the reference kernels executed on multiple architectures. Here, we achieve exactly the same performance
on Volta and Turing and come very close on the Maxwell architecture compared to the handwritten references while requiring
significantly less lines of code.
cuBLAS provides the best implementations available written in
optimized SASS assembly. It contains multiple differently optimized
implementations and chooses one including tile sizes at runtime
depending on the input sizes and hardware architecture based on
internal heuristics. For a fair comparison, we use two parameterized
strategies (one more suited for smaller, one for larger inputs) allowing to explore tile sizes (powers of two: 24 –28 ), and report the best
performance. Figure 10 shows the speedup compared to cuBLAS
for large inputs. Here, we exactly match the performance in three

Figure 11: Comparing Fireiron-generated against cuBLAS on small input matrices, both use Tensor Cores.
cases and on average, we achieve 93.1% of the cuBLAS performance
with minimum of 88.3% in one case and a maximum of 101% in two
cases. This shows that Fireiron generates code performing close to
the practically achievable peak.
Hypothesis D: Fireiron’s scheduling language is capable of expressing implementation strategies that generate code which outperforms the state-of-the-art.
We were able to define strategies outperforming the manually
optimized cuBLAS code by more than 2×.
Figure 11 shows the performance achieved compared to cuBLAS
using small input sizes. We are able to significantly outperform
cuBLAS on the smallest input sizes because there we use better
tile sizes: We generally found a tile size 16 × 16 in the 𝑀 and 𝑁
dimensions and 64 in the 𝐾 dimension, computed by two warps per
block, to perform best. cuBLAS also chose 64 in the 𝐾 dimension,
but larger sizes for the 𝑀 and 𝑁 dimensions, which reduces the
available parallelism.
Our high-level scheduling language allowed easy experimentation with different tile sizes. Changing tile sizes in a Fireiron
schedule is simple (it requires changing two lines of code) whereas
tile size exploration is a tedious and time-intensive process when
kernels are developed in low-level assembly. There, changing tile
sizes requires the adjustment of multiple complex index expressions
throughout the whole kernel.
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RELATED WORK

Fireiron is inspired by Halide [22, 23], TVM [7] and other scheduling
languages [3, 6, 32], but no existing framework treats data movements as a first-class concept or allows to target Tensor Cores using
mma.sync. Fireiron is also inspired by SPIRAL [21] in decomposing
high-level specs using top-down transformations, however both
SPIRAL and Spiral in Scala [19] automatically apply built-in rewrite
rules, rather than giving control to the programmer.
MLIR [4, 14], (using the linalg-dialect), and CUTLASS [13, 16]
achieve high matrix multiplication performance on GPUs by decomposing it similar to Fireion. However, CUTLASS provides a fixed set
of hard-coded implementation strategies and neither provides a
high-level scheduling language for experimenting with different
decompositions.

Lift [10, 26], Multi-dimensional Homomorphisms [25], TensorComprehension [29], and Futhark [12] are also aiming at highperformance code generation. In contrast to fixed compute specifications as used in Fireiron, they allow users to specify computations

using a (functional) programming languages. We consider expressing computations in a programming language in the future.
Diesel [9], NOVA [8], and PPCG [31] make heavy use of the polyhedral model for optimization. Fireiron generates nested affine
loops and might therefore profit using polyhedral techniques too.
Additionally Fireiron strategies are similar to polyhedral schedule
trees [30].
Auto-Tuning approaches including Halide’s auto-tuners [1, 23],
OpenTuner [2], ATF [24], and program synthesis techniques such
as SwizzleInventor [20] aim to automatically develop optimized
code using design space exploration. We aim to automatically synthesize Fireiron strategies in the future but in its current version it
is designed as a tool for human performance experts.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced Fireiron, a data-movement-aware scheduling language for GPUs. Treating data movements as first class
concepts allows the precise description of high-performance GPU
kernels as Fireiron strategies. We introduced specifications for both
computations and data movements and decompositions to partially implement and map them to the multi-layered compute and
memory hierarchies. Defining low-level PTX assembly as well as
macro-instructions like WMMA as executable specs allows us to
flexibly target specialized hardware like Tensor Cores.
Using different matrix multiplication implementations, we showed
that Fireiron is able to express optimizations used in hand-tuned
kernels written by experts. The code we generate generally matches
the performance of hand-tuned implementations and experts are
able to use Fireiron to improve the state-of-the-art by outperforming vendor libraries by more than 2×.
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